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How to Be Resilient as a Working Parent During Tough Times
Working parents at home or the office — this one’s
for you!
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RESILIENCE (noun); The capacity to recover
quickly from difficulties; toughness.
Resilience is a quality we all want and one that we
hope to impart on our children. How quickly we are
able to bounce back from setbacks truly defines
who we are and where we are going. In order to
stay resilient during tough times like these, the right
approach and mindset is key, especially for working
parents who are simply juggling even more than
ever before.
Here are a few tips to help working parents deal
with the stress during these difficult days.

“work time.” However, resilience is all about being
flexible. Find ways to make working ideal for you
and your family, for example, by teaching the
children where to stand when mom or dad is on a
video call or helping them to understand how to act
in the home office. Changing our work habits is
essential to succeeding during this unconventional
time.
Make a plan — Just because we are flexible doesn’t
mean we don’t need a plan to ensure productivity.
As a full-time parent working from home, it is
important to set clear expectations, organize spaces
and make detailed schedules. Sometimes, meal
times need to be scheduled and a designated hour
for emails needs to be prioritized. Being resilient
means finding the best way to create a new routine.

Know that obstacles are part of life — The tough
times make us who we are and teach us the most
valuable lessons. Shifting your mindset to see the
good through the bad will help you better adapt,
reduce anxiety and de-stress in difficult situations or
when life throws you a curveball. When life gives
you lemons, make lemonade!

Self-care — During hardship, it is easy to fall down
a rabbit hole of making bad choices, like eating all
the junk food in your pantry or falling behind on
exercise, but it is so important to make good
choices, especially the ones under your control.
Avoid stress-eating and try to practice healthy
habits. There are many other ways to de-stress:
You are not alone — While this pandemic has been completing a workout, taking a warm bath or a nap,
or taking up a new hobby. As they say on airplanes,
a very isolating experience for some parents, the
you need to take care of yourself before you can
key to resilience is remembering that you are not
take care of others. Find whatever method works
alone. We are all going through this together.
Regardless if you continue working at home or are best for helping you de-stress, and then do it!
returning to the office, you'll have days when you
need help and that is alright. Whether it is a partner, Help others — This one is easy: As parents, we
don’t even realize how naturally it comes to us. We
a family member or a trusted child care provider,
are always helping our children. People who
asking for help is a sign of strength.
cultivate resilience are generally happy to help
others. It takes the focus off of your problems and
Be flexible — Our lives have been turned upside
creates happiness by giving to others. Find the joy
down, and your children are also adapting to the
in being a good person and practice random acts of
situation and to the unexpected curveballs that
kindness. Even the smallest gestures can make a
come with it. For example, it can be difficult
great impact, especially during times like these.
teaching children to understand the importance of
https://lightbridgeacademy.com/blog/post/?id=How-to-Be-Resilient-as-a-Working-Parent-During-Tough-Times-254

TRIPLE P—POSITIVE PARENTING PROGRAM

Triple P – Positive Parenting Program knows all parents have different
needs. That’s why Triple P has many different ways to get your parenting
help so you can choose what will best suit you and your family.

Triple P Virtual Seminars
January 13, 10AM—12PM The Power of Positive Parenting
• January 20, 10AM—12PM Raising Confident, Competent Children
• January 27, 10AM—12PM Raising Resilient Children
Registration is required: https://bit.ly/3oaRk9Y
Contact Alison at 262-605-6545 with any questions.
•

Are you a parent or guardian looking for parenting classes or one-on-one parenting
support? Triple P has a variety of levels to suit your family’s needs. Contact Alison at 262605-6545 or alison.haas@kenoshacounty.org to find out about upcoming sessions and
offerings.
Check out our facebook page for more information: facebook.com/preventionservicesnetwork/

Don’t Keep Your Children’s Toys Too Long: How Swapping Out Your
Children’s Toys Benefits the Entire Household
Every parent has been there.
Your house is just overflowing with toys. Broken toys, whole toys,
toys that make music, toys that involve glitter and paint—they’re all
just lying around, and the clutter is slowly but surely taking over the
house.
Believe it or not, parents are not the only ones suffering.
Toy overflow also overstimulates children and shortens their
attention span. It’s hard for them to focus on one toy and play
calmly when there are too many options. The result - children do not
learn to explore their toys and learn how to enjoy them. This leads
them to demand new ones. Ignoring the fact that you’ve had your
fair share of pain from accidentally stepping on the legos they
already possess, if little Jessica is tired of her toys, that means
she’s just outgrown them and needs new ones, right?
Not necessarily.

Divide the toys evenly. Toy rotation doesn’t mean there won’t be
painting for two weeks. You don’t want to completely banish, for
example, musical toys, as tempting as that sounds. Divide your
child’s toys by category, such as thinking toys and stuffed animals
and arts and crafts, and then put toys from each of those categories
into three to four boxes. That way, whenever you bring out a box of
“new” toys, your children will still have a variety of activities from
which to choose. Make sure to store these boxes in a place where
your child cannot see or access them. Out of sight, out of mind.

Consider using a toy rental service. Subscription services such as
Pley and Green Piñata Toys provide new toys every month that can
be sent back after they’ve been enjoyed. It’s a great way for
Toy rotation involves putting certain toys aside for a specific amount children to try new things without going through a large expense.
of time and then swapping them out with the toys your children
(How many times have we, as parents, purchased toys for our
played with most recently. The actual timeline depends on the
children only for them to stop showing interest after a day or two?)
individual family, and possibly even the season, but the idea is that And if your little one really, but truly, loves a toy they received, the
not every toy will be available for play all at once. One example is
subscription service you use might even have an option to buy it
putting three-quarters of your child’s toys into three separate boxes out.
and leaving the remaining quarter of toys out. Then, after about a
Bend the rules just a bit. Chances are, your child does treasure
week, for example, you can pack up the toys that have been out
certain toys and plays with them on a regular basis. Does little
and replace them with the toys in one of the boxes.
Hunter love his Legos? Is Sarah partial to her Barbie dolls? If so,
There are many benefits to toy rotation. For one, your home will be consider simply leaving those toys out permanently. There’s no
tidier! True, simply rotating the toys your children play with won’t
need to deprive your children of a favorite toy if they are truly
magically make your home a spotless haven, but it will lessen
enjoying it. Plus, it might be difficult to store larger toys such as
wooden bead mazes and kitchen sets. If that’s the case, do not feel
clutter and make clean-up time much easier.
guilty about simply leaving them out.
Children will also be less overstimulated and be encouraged to play
more creatively with the toys that are within their reach. A study
Have fun with toy rotation! With the right tools and attitude, toy
published in the journal Infant Behavior and Development, for
rotation can be a lot of fun. Keep your children engaged in the
example, found that having fewer toys around can lead to more
process by letting them pack up the “old” toys and unpack the “new”
ones. Toy rotation can also serve as a lesson in gratitude and
creative and engaging play among toddlers.
patience. Children have a chance to practice their waiting skills for
With those benefits in mind, here are five tips on how to make the
the next rotation. Toy rotation also gives them a chance to get
best of toy rotation:
happy and excited when it’s time for their toys to come back, so to
speak.
Throw away broken toys. Start off by taking an inventory of all the
toys in the house and throw away anything that is not whole or
Bottom line: Toy rotation is a great way to encourage creative play,
beyond repair. Is a puzzle missing several pieces? Has a motorized prevent overstimulation and reduce clutter around the house. In
toy been hanging around long since it stopped working? Did a
rotating their children’s toys, parents have the chance to incorporate
stuffed animal get stripped of its stuffing? Such items need to go
lessons of gratitude, patience and delayed gratification. With the
straight to the trash. If your child has outgrown any toys or not
holiday season behind us, that’s definitely something to celebrate!
touched a certain one in months, those toys need to go, too. Show
no mercy.
There is a very simple solution to toy overflow, and it’s called toy
rotation.

https://lightbridgeacademy.com/blog/post/?id=Toy-Rotation-240

PSN Family Resource Center
The mission of the PSN Family
Resource Center is to provide
programs and services that build on
family strengths through prevention,
education, support and networking
in collaboration with other resources
in the community.
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